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Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max
2021 Complete Reference Guide
The most comprehensive e-book reference on
Autodesk 3ds Max2013! Autodesk 3ds Max is used to
create 80 percent of commerciallyavailable games
and is also a key tool for visual effects artistsand
graphic designers in film and television. This
conveniente-book covers the 2013 version in
expanded detail, including 12chapter-length quickstart projects and 39 additional chapters notfound in
the print version. Along with complete
referencesdetailing all Primitives, Modifiers, Materials,
Maps, andControllers, it covers advanced topics such
as Patches, NURBS,Radiosity, Network Rendering, and
MAXScript. It's the perfectresource for both novices
and pros. 3ds Max is the tool of choice for game
developers as well asvisual effects artists and graphic
designers in the film and TVindustries This
comprehensive e-book includes complete coverage of
3ds Max2013, and is well suited for beginners and
experts alike, as wellas for educational markets
teaching beginning to advanced coursesusing 3ds
Max. Features a complete reference for all Primitives,
Modifiers,Materials, Maps, and Controllers Covers
Patches, NURBS, Radiosity, Network Rendering,
MAXScript,and other advanced topics Includes 12
chapter-length quick-start projects as well as
39chapters not found in the print version, all packed
with timesavingtips and expert advice Third-party
models and bonus tutorials are available on CD
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andcan be obtained by readers by emailing a request
to3dsmax13cd@wiley.com Autodesk 3ds Max 2013
Bible, Expanded Edition by veterancomputer graphics
author Kelly Murdock is the comprehensive ebookguide for every 3ds Max user.

3ds Max Modeling for Games
Finally bridge the gap between software-specific
instruction and the world of classical animation with
this easy to utilize, one-of-a-kind reference guide.
With great relevance for today's digital workflows,
Richard Lapidus presents innovative 3ds Max controls
to the classical principles of animation like squash
and stretch, anticipation, staging and more. Move
beyond these fundamental techniques and explore
both the emotion and technical sides of animation
with character appeal and rigging. Features a robust
companion web sites that include demonstrations,
project files, links to further resources, available at
www.tradigital3dsmax.com.

Autodesk 3ds Max 2013 Bible
3ds max 6 Killer Tips features 275 hot tips--all
illustrated, all in full color, for all levels of 3ds max
users, from newbie to advanced. Get instant help on
UI customization, modeling, animation, lighting,
materials and texturing, rendering (including mental
ray 3 secrets), the Reactor dynamics system, Particle
Flow, Bones and IK, the Portable License Utility, and
more! Learn how to enhance your 3ds max renderings
with programs such as Adobe Photoshop and Discreet
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Combustion! Speed up your workflow and create
stunning effects with more than 40 MAXScript tips,
created by guest contributor and scripting expert
Borislav Petrov. Written and edited by Jon A. Bell,
professional 3D artist (The Discovery Channel, The
History Channel, National Geographic) and author of
the best-selling 3D Studio MAX f/x book series, 3ds
max 6 Killer Tips is a must-have reference for every
3ds max 6 artist!

How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011
Certified by Autodesk, Darren Brooker's new edition
teaches the production techniques behind real-world
work. The tutorials take you from the fundamentals of
lighting, right through to advanced techniques.

Autodesk 3ds Max 9 Essentials
**How to Cheat in 3ds Max - updated for latest rev of
Max** Need to get results with 3ds max fast? Why
take months to learn every button in 3ds max when
you can create great visuals with just a few key tools?
Learn to create quick yet stunning special effects, and
animated characters with the fastest techniques
possible. Need convincing grass, trees, water,
shadows? You can use the memory-hogging methods
that choke your display and take forever to render, or
you can get it done bing-bang with this book. When
you need an animated character you can spend days
fiddling with polygons, or you can use this book to put
it together in minutes and get the entire project done
in a day. How to Cheat in 3ds max includes a host of
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time-saving techniques as well as little-known tools
that will make you look like an expert in no time flat.
This book is for busy professionals who need to get it
done right, but also need it done fast. This rev of the
book will have higher-end cheats (for Intermediate
users) and ALL NEW or UPDATED content on: new
modelling and material tools, mental ray, special
effects, particle systems, and scripting. The web site
offers scene files and bitmaps used to illustrate the
cheats, also music files, organizational samples, and
instructional Camtasia movies of Michele where
Michele showing some of the trickier techniques.

Autodesk 3ds Max 9 MAXScript
Essentials
A textbook for learning 3d modeling fundamentals,
this step-by-step lesson book develops the readers
modeling skills through a series of modeling exercises
creating modules for a medieval castle environment.
As the text introduces new modeling skills it
additionally calls on the reader to perform repetitive
tasks, reinforcing skills learned in the process. The
content is presented as if the reader is in a working
video game studio, being responsible for researching
asset design, providing the team with placeholder
assets, and final model assets that are unwrapped
and custom textured. Upon completion of the
modeling projects, the modeled environment is
exported to the Unity game engine for use in a real
game environment, Although the text uses Autodesk
3ds Max for the modeling program, the principals are
transferable to other major modeling programs. Key
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Features: The goal of this book is to teach the
fundamentals of 3d modeling video game assets in a
simplified, logical progression, optimized for learning
at a beginner level. This series of modeling exercises
is the result of having taught over one thousand video
game students the fundamentals of 3d modeling.
Often, teachers are not fully trained in teaching the
concepts of 3d modeling. This text, written for selfpaced learning helps those instructors. Includes
instructions and project files for exporting the finished
project environment into a 3d game engine, Unity.
Appendices include additional 3ds Max tool
instructions. A companion site includes working 3ds
Max project files for Chapters, a 3ds Max user
interface and 3ds Max short cut keys and more.

3ds Max Modeling for Games: Volume II
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2021 Complete
Reference Guide is a popular book among users new
to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools around
the globe. The success of this book is found in its
simple easy-to-understand explanations coupled with
its even easier to follow tutorials. The tutorials are
laser focused on a specific topic without any extra
material, making it simple to grasp difficult concepts.
The book also covers all aspects of the software,
making it a valuable reference for users of all levels.
The Complete Reference Guide is the ultimate book
on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s 3D animation
software, it just gets better and better with each
release. Whether you're new to 3ds Max or an
experienced user, you'll find everything you need in
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this complete resource. The book kicks off with a
getting started section, so beginners can jump in and
begin working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced
3ds Max users will appreciate advanced coverage of
features like crowd simulation, particle systems,
radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials –
complete with before and after files – help users at all
levels build real world skills.

Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 Essentials
This is a concise, affordable guide to the most popular
professional 3D software. 3DS Max is the primary tool
of professional 3D graphic artists and animators and
makes an excellent guide for the beginner.

Sams Teach Yourself 3D Studio Max 3 in
24 Hours
See also accompanying CD-ROM.

Autodesk 3ds Max 2011: A
Comprehensive guide
The bestselling 3ds Max book ever, now updated for
the latest version 3ds Max is the world's most popular
animation modeling and rendering software used to
create 80 percent of commercially available video
games, including those for Microsoft's Xbox 360,
Sony's Playstation 3, and Nintendo's Wii. It is an
expensive, intricate program that can take years to
thoroughly master. As the ultimate comprehensive
reference and tutorial on 3ds Max, this guide contains
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in-depth coverage of every aspect of 3ds Max and
explores the newest features that the latest version
has to offer. You'll learn to master the complexities of
3ds Max under the guidance of 3D expert Kelly
Murdock. Includes in-depth detail on all the latest
features for veterans of earlier versions of 3ds Max
from 3D expert Kelly Murdock Shares expert advice,
timesaving techniques, and more than 150 step-bystep tutorials Features a 16-page, full-color insert with
inspiring examples of cutting-edge 3ds Max art Bonus
DVD contains all the examples from the book, unique
models and textures that you can customize on your
own, and a searchable, full-color version of the book A
Quick Start chapter shows you how to create an
exciting animation on your very first day with the
software so you can dive in and get started
immediately. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.

How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2010
Great guide to the fundamentals of Autodesk 3ds
Max2014 This Autodesk Official Press guide is just
what you need tolearn the basics of Autodesk 3ds
Max 2014 quickly and easily.Through a series of cool
projects like designing an alarm clock,animating a
thrown knife, or lighting a scene, you'll learn
theessentials of modeling, rigging, animating, and
rendering using thepopular Autodesk 3ds Max 3D
animation and effects software. It's apractical, handson approach allowing you to constantly
reinforcingskills as you learn them. Downloadable
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before-and-after project files let you to compareyour
work to that of 3ds Max professionals. Even if you
alreadyhave experience with 3ds Max, this book is a
great reference forrenewing your skills. And, it will
help all users review andprepare for the Autodesk 3ds
Max 2014 certification exams. Helps beginners and
those migrating from other 3D animation andeffects
programs get up and running on Autodesk 3ds Max
2014 Features a realistic, task-based approach, so
readers learn viaa series of hands-on projects using
downloadable files, all backedwith ample instruction,
explanation, and illustration Covers modeling, rigging,
animating, rendering, skinning,architectural
visualization, and more Written by Autodesk
Authorized Authors and is an AutodeskOfficial Press
book Get firsthand experience with 3ds Max, as well
as a good starton preparing for the Autodesk 3ds Max
2014 Certified Professionalexam, with Autodesk 3ds
Max 2014 Essentials.

Bibliografija američkih knjiga prevedenih
u Srbiji i Crnoj Gori od 2000. do 2005.
godine
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to
automate repetitive tasks and create custom tools
and UI elements. Beginning with an introduction to
essential programming concepts, you learn the
MAXScript basics that include cloning objects, MAX
commands, toolbar access, picking scene nodes,
picking points, and using the mousetrack command
and painter interface. Real-world tutorial examples
are provided throughout the book to demonstrate
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how to use the MAXScript techniques in your own
production environment.

Learning Autodesk 3ds Max 2008
Foundation
Essential CG Lighting Techniques with
3ds Max
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to
create custom tools and UI elements, and automate
repetitive tasks. Demonstrated techniques include the
creation of objects, arrays, collections, control
structures, parametric objects, and the construction
of UI elements. The companion CD-ROM contains
media files that allow you to practice the techniques
with real-world examples demonstrating how you can
use then in a production environment.

Sams Teach Yourself Maya in 24 Hours
Get the most realistic effects from 3ds Max without
having to spend more on plug-ins! Boost your effects
skill-set with this 3ds Max workshop. Tutorial lessons
give you hands-on experience in creating realistic fire,
earth, air and water effects. Updated to demonstrate
production techniques suitable for any version of 3ds
Max, this new edition is co-published by Autodesk
Media and Entertainment, and includes new tutorials
on entering the Earth's atmosphere, glaciers, lava
eruptions and a Badlands landscape. Inspirational
color images cover every page of the book as the
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author shares his professional techniques and
workflow processes. The companion DVD contains all
of the required tutorial media as well as over 6 hours
of video tutorials. User level: Intermediate and
advanced

Autodesk 3ds Max 8 MAXScript
Essentials
This text helps you write your own MAXScript
functions and utilities to create custom tools and UI
elements, and automate repetitive tasks. The
companion CD-ROM contains media files that allow
you to practice the techniques with real-world
examples.

3ds max 6 Killer Tips
Full Color! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less,
Sams Teach Yourself 3ds Max in 24 Hours will help
you master Autodesk 3ds Max 2014 and use it to
create outstanding 3D content for games, video, film,
and motion graphics. Using this book’s
straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master
powerful 3ds Max tools for modeling, animation,
rendering, compositing, and more. Every lesson builds
on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rocksolid foundation for real-world success! Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most
common 3ds Max tasks. “Try It Yourself” guided mini
tutorials offer quick hands-on experience with 3ds
Max’s key tools. Quizzes and exercises test your
knowledge. Notes, tips, and caution s offer extra
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information and alert you to possible problems. Learn
how to Quickly get comfortable with the 3ds Max
2014 interface Create, move, and modify 3D objects
Edit and tweak the elements of any object Start
modeling hard-surface and organic objects Work with
materials and textures Explore and create animation
Illuminate scenes with lighting Use cameras to control
a scene’s point of view Render 3D creations for
production Rig and skin objects, making them easier
to animate Learn the 12 essential principles of
character animation Create devastating dynamic
simulations Add visual effects, cloth, hair, and fur
Automate repetitive tasks with MAXScript Create a
professional-quality showcase The accompanying
DVD/website contain how-to videos for dozens of key
3ds Max 2014 tasks, extensive sample art and
models, and additional bonus content.

3ds Max MAXScript Essentials
Need to solve problems quickly to develop creative
projects within your time and budget? Want to hone
your 3ds Max skills so you can concentrate on your
modeling, lighting, texturing, and animation? Then
How to Cheat in 3ds Max is for you! Michele Bousquet
shows how to work from the problem to the solution from the viewpoint of a CG artist who has been
commissioned to create a job and is working to a
deadline. With her in-depth knowledge of the littleknown secrets used by the pros to produce creative,
professional artwork and animation, Michele is THE goto guru for designers and animators who want to
create great effects fast. This accessible, practical
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book and CD package is such a goldmine of artistic
inspiration, timesaving practical tips, tricks and stepby-step workthroughs that you'll wonder how you
survived without it. Written for 3ds Max 2009 and
backwards compatible with 3ds Max 2008.

3ds Max 2010 Bible
Demonstrates the computer animation program's
interface and navigation and display tools while
explaining how to use MAX to model and transform
objects, map surfaces, render images, and create fullfledged animations.

3ds Max 6 for Windows
Demonstrates the computer animation program's
interface and navigation and display tools while
explaining how to use MAX to model and transform
objects, map surfaces, render images, and create fullfledged animations.

3ds Max Basics for Modeling Video Game
Assets: Volume 1
Learning Autodesk® 3ds Max® 2008 | Foundation is
your shortcut to learning 3ds Max quickly and
effectively. You'll get hands-on experience with the
key tools and techniques through easy-to-follow, stepby-step project-based lessons, while learning to
model, animate, apply materials and render in both
the games & design visualization pipelines. By the
end of the book you'll have a sense of the entire
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production process as you work on real-life production
examples. Whether you're a game artist or a graphic
artist, Autodesk® 3ds Max® 2008 has the tools you
need to succeed. Game Artists will gain in-depth
knowledge of the world-class Biped character
animation toolset, unparalleled polygon modeling and
texturing workflow. Design Visualization Specialists
such as architects, designers, and graphic artists, will
gain the power to visually inform the design process
through conceptual exploration, design validation and
visual communication. Bonus features included on
DVD: . Link to a 30-day trial of Autodesk® 3ds Max®
software . Bonus short films and new software feature
demos . Autodesk 3ds Max hotkeys reference guide .
Free models from Turbo Squid worth $160 .
Autodesk® 3ds Max® 2008

3ds Max in 24 Hours, Sams Teach
Yourself
There's a new trend towards sylized, comic-style art,
with the latest wave of 3D movies (a la Pixar ). Max
users can do this kind of thing, and they want to learn
how. Andy Gahan is building on the success of his
Focal book, 3ds Max Modeling for Games (which
covers realistic style art) with this new VOLUME II,
covering stylized comic-style art. Forum members are
asking for this treatment, and we are delivering. We
are linking up to original book branding and titling,
and offering the same robust portal for both books the art on the cover will show the distinction of this
volume. The book will offer new modeling techniques,
specifically cartoon style - think Pixar, offering new
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challenges to people who bought Volume I (which
focused on more realistic art). Website (www.3d-forgames.com) is unique - an online forum where
readers can post and answer questions about their
work. In terms of developing a portfolio, online peer
critiques are invaluable, and current readers have
made use of this feature, in fact some have happily
become the forum responders (along with Andy) to
coach and develop new artists at work. Also included:
step-by-step project files for each chapter; all the
relevant texture files and source photos; panoramic
skies, small scene objects, bonus texture maps &
models so that artists can create whole scenes very
quickly without starting from scratch each time;
countless examples of what's hot and what's not in
3D modeling and also enough support images and
photos to keep the budding artist busy for months.
Unrivalled support in over 10,000 current posts backing up the book with a lively forum and
community of readers from all over the world, ready
to help your work.

Deconstructing the Elements with 3ds
Max
Polymodeling is a modeling technique used in 3d
modeling. Unlike box modeling, or other forms of
modeling where you start out with a basic form or
primitive object that determines the mass of an
object, artists can use the polygon (the basic building
block of all of the primitives available in 3ds Max).
This approach allows for more control over the flow,
placement and detail of the meshes that are built.
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Placement of vertices/points, edges and all other subelements that build our models is determined by the
user, rather than pre-determined by a computer
generated primitive. This book is a collection of tips,
tricks and techniques on how to create professional
models for advertising on T.V and the web. The author
has tons of industry experience using Max toward this
end, and he shares the secrets of his trade. As
Production Modeler for some of today's hottest
studios (including GuerillaFx, Coke Zero, MTV, Old
Navy, Nike, Target, HP) Todd Daniele brings realworld experience to the book. Daniele teaches the
technical aspects of polymodeling, while showing how
to ultimately create content in a dynamic, efficient
manner. Associated web site offers instructional files
that show the models in progressive stages of
development; plus a supporting internet forum:
readers can log-on to this forum to ask questions or
comment on anything covered in the book.

How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2009
"Full color, learn how to create impressive 3D
imagery!--Cover.

Autodesk 3ds Max 2013 Essentials
**How to Cheat in 3ds Max - updated for latest rev of
Max (under NDA)** Need to get results with 3ds max
fast? Why take months to learn every button in 3ds
max when you can create great visuals with just a few
key tools? Learn to create quick yet stunning special
effects, and animated characters with the fastest
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techniques possible. Need convincing grass, trees,
water, shadows? You can use the memory-hogging
methods that choke your display and take forever to
render, or you can get it done bing-bang with this
book. When you need an animated character you can
spend days fiddling with polygons, or you can use this
book to put it together in minutes and get the entire
project done in a day. How to Cheat in 3ds max
includes a host of time-saving techniques as well as
little-known tools that will make you look like an
expert in no time flat. This book is for busy
professionals who need to get it done right, but also
need it done fast. This rev of the book will have higherend cheats (for Intermediate users) geared towards
greater realism in images, and game-centered cheats.
The DVD includes scene files and bitmaps used to
illustrate the cheats, also music files, organizational
samples, and instructional Camtasia movies of
Michele where Michele showing some of the trickier
techniques.

3DS Max 5 for Windows
The Autodesk 3ds Max 2020: A Detailed Guide to
Modeling, Texturing, Lighting, and Rendering book is
perfect for both beginners and intermediate users of
3ds Max and for those moving from other software to
3ds Max. This brilliant guide takes you step-by-step
through the whole process of modeling, texturing, UV
mapping, lighting, and rendering. You will learn
important concepts and techniques about 3ds Max
which you can utilize to create your 3ds Max projects.
This book also cover the Arnold renderer. Using a
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structured and pragmatic approach, this guide begins
with basics of modeling, then builds on this
knowledge using practical examples to enhance your
modeling, texturing, lighting, and rendering skills.
Each unit builds on the knowledge gained in the
previous unit, showing you all the essentials of 3ds
Max 2020. As you go from hands-on exercise to handson exercise, you’ll develop a strong arsenal of skills
that combined will form a complete end to end
process to create high quality renders using 3ds Max
2020. This book shares tips, tricks, notes, and
cautions throughout, that will help you become a
better 3ds Max artist and you will be able to speed up
your workflow. This book is aimed to be a solid
teaching resource for learning 3ds Max. It avoids any
jargon and explains concepts and techniques in an
easy-to-understand manner. The first page of the
every unit summarizes the topics that will be covered
in the unit. Hands-on exercises in this book instruct
users how things can be done in 3ds Max step-bystep. Practicing is one of the best ways to improve
skills. This book contains practice activities which you
are highly encouraged to complete and gain
confidence for real-world projects. By completing
these activities, you will be able to master the
powerful capabilities of 3ds Max. By the time you’re
done, you’ll be ready to model, texture, and render
any scene in 3ds Max. If you buy this book, you’ll also
get access to all 3ds Max files, texture files, and any
other resource used in the book. You are free to use
these resources in your own projects personal or
commercial. These working files allow you to follow
along with the author throughout the units. What are
the key features of the book? Covers 3ds Max’s
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updated user interface, navigation, tools, functions,
and commands. Explains the polygon, subdivision,
and spline modeling techniques. Covers all modifiers.
Covers Standard materials and lights. Covers UV
mapping techniques. Covers Arnold lights, shaders,
and rendering techniques. Detailed coverage of tools
and features. Features 75 hands-on exercises –
complete with before and after files. Features practice
activities to test the knowledge gained. Additional
guidance is provided in the form of tips, notes, and
cautions. Important terms are in bold face so that you
never miss them. The content under “What just
happened?” heading explains the working of the
instructions. The content under “What next?” heading
tells you about the procedure you will follow after
completing a step(s). Includes an ePub file that
contains the color images of the
screenshots/illustrations used in the textbook. These
color images will help you in the learning process.
This ePub file is included with the resources. Tech
support from the author. Access to each exercise’s
initial and final states along with the resources used
in hands-on exercises. Quiz to assess the knowledge.
Bonus hands-on exercises.

Realistic Architectural Visualization with
3ds Max and mental ray
Learn time-saving techniques and tested productionready tips for maximum speed and efficiency in
creating professional-level architectural visualizations
in 3ds Max. Move from intermediate to an advanced
level with specific and comprehensive instruction with
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this collaboration from nine different authors from
around the world. Get their experience and skills in
this full-color book, which not only teaches more
advanced features, but also demonstrates the
practical applications of those features to get readers
ready for a real production environment. Fully
updated for the most recent version of 3ds Max.

3ds Max 4 Media Animation
Covers topics including modeling, textures,
parametric animation, editing keys, lighting,
compositing, scripting, and creating plug-ins.

3ds Max 8 MAXScript Essentials
There's a new trend towards sylized, comic-style art,
with the latest wave of 3D movies (a la Pixar ). Max
users can do this kind of thing, and they want to learn
how. Andy Gahan is building on the success of his
Focal book, 3ds Max Modeling for Games (which
covers realistic style art) with this new VOLUME II,
covering stylized comic-style art. Forum members are
asking for this treatment, and we are delivering. We
are linking up to original book branding and titling,
and offering the same robust portal for both books the art on the cover will show the distinction of this
volume. The book will offer new modeling techniques,
specifically cartoon style - think Pixar, offering new
challenges to people who bought Volume I (which
focused on more realistic art). Website (www.3d-forgames.com) is unique - an online forum where
readers can post and answer questions about their
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work. In terms of developing a portfolio, online peer
critiques are invaluable, and current readers have
made use of this feature, in fact some have happily
become the forum responders (along with Andy) to
coach and develop new artists at work. Also included:
step-by-step project files for each chapter; all the
relevant texture files and source photos; panoramic
skies, small scene objects, bonus texture maps &
models so that artists can create whole scenes very
quickly without starting from scratch each time;
countless examples of what's hot and what's not in
3D modeling and also enough support images and
photos to keep the budding artist busy for months.
Unrivalled support in over 10,000 current posts backing up the book with a lively forum and
community of readers from all over the world, ready
to help your work. --Author Andy Gahan is a seasoned
professional and leading industry expert. Gahan is a
key member of an award-winning game team scoring
number 1 hits in Japan, Europe and America with the
Playstation 3 smash hit MotorStorm. --Game Modeling
techniques offered with artist's potential portfolio in
mind. Find out what Art Directors and Managers are
looking for. As readers move from tutorial to tutorial,
they build their own portfolio of high-quality work to
showcase. In fact, people bought VOLUME I are now
professionals in the industry, producing great work they post on the forum and share. --VOLUME II offers
a new approach: the essentials of 3D game comicstyle modeling - stylized characters, vehicles, assets
and scenes - a la Pixar. --Website (www.3d-forgames.com) is unique - an online forum where
readers can post and answer questions about their
work. In terms of developing a portfolio, online peer
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critiques are invaluable, and current readers have
made use of this feature, in fact some have happily
become the forum responders (along with Andy) to
coach and develop new artists at work. Also contains
countless examples of what's hot and what's not in
3D modeling and also enough support images and
photos to keep the budding artist busy for months.
Unrivalled support in over 10,000 current posts backing up the book with a lively forum and
community of readers from all over the world, ready
to help your work.

Tradigital 3ds Max
Introducing 3ds Max 2008
A guide to 3ds Max explains how to use the software
to create a variety of animation, film effects, and
games.

Poly-Modeling with 3ds Max
Insights and ideas from an award-winning author!
Expert Advice. John Chismar provides a glimpse into
the way he and his team function, complete with tips
and tricks to enhance reader skills. Quality tutorials.
Throughout the book, Chismar presents carefully
constructed exercises to demonstrate how the
animations were constructed and most importantly why they were developed using that methodology.
The quality and clarity of tutorials in 3D Studio Max 3
Media Animation have been highly touted. Expect
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more of the same in this version! Fills a unique niche.
No other book covers media animation with the detail
or authority offered by John Chismar and New Riders.
@SUMMARY= New Riders offers the most
comprehensive coverage of 3ds max functionality of
any publisher. No other book covers the start-to-finish
process of developing media animations using 3ds
max (the program of choice for media animators).
And that is precisely what our marketplace wants!
This book includes all new animations from Emmy
Award Winner John Chismar. John Chismar, Senior 3d
Animator at MSNBC, has been working in 3D
animation since 1991 and in media animation since
1993. Using 3ds max, Chismar has garnered several
awards for his work: 1997 and 1998 Emmy Awards;
3D Design magazine Big Kahuna Awards in 1998,
1999, and 2000; three Broadcast Design Association
International Bronze Awards; and a 1995-96 Emmy
nomination.

3ds Max 2009 Bible
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the
complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating,
and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max
pipeline—from preproduction through
postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials,
and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special
color insert includes real-world examples from
talented 3ds Max beginners. From immediately
creating your first animation to mastering poly
modeling techniques and lighting final renders, you'll
get a solid grounding in 3ds Max 2008. Build the
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knowledge you need for game, film, and TV
production. Includes a companion CD.

A Detailed Guide to Modeling, Texturing,
Lighting, and Rendering
Bring new realism to your visualizations with a
command of the 3ds Max toolset. Three step-by-step
tutorials demonstrate exterior and interior, day and
night lighting scenes. You learn the nuts and bolts of
importing models from CAD programs, lighting,
applying mr shaders and materials, and optimizing
your renders. Mental ray is made simple with an
accessible description of its tools.

3ds Max Design Architectural
Visualization
Get up to speed quickly with this compelling, full-color
guide to Autodesk 3ds Max With its real-world, handson exercises, Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 Essentials helps
new users learn the fundamentals of Autodesk 3ds
Max quickly become productive. The task-based
tutorials add real-world context that help you become
familiar with the workflow scenarios of a professional
environment, and provide that extra level of
understanding to make you more proficient overall
with the software. Updated for 3ds Max 2015 and
recommended as a preparation resource for the 3ds
Max certification exam, this guide teaches the basics
of modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects.
You'll have fun creating a retro-style alarm clock,
animating a thrown knife, modeling a chair, and more,
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all while you learn modeling, rigging, animating,
rendering, architectural visualization, and other
career-essential techniques. This colorful, engaging
book features: Chapter-opening learning objectives
Step-by-step tutorials Full-color screenshots and
illustrations Downloadable exercise files Learn all the
crucial techniques you'll need from authors Randi and
Dariush Derakhshani, Autodesk Certified Instructors
with years of professional experience under their
belts. Artists, students, educators, and hobbyists will
benefit from the guide's techniques and tutorials,
getting to know the program as a whole and gaining
insight into which aspects of the 3D production
pipeline are most appealing. Whether you're a
beginner or migrating from another 3D application,
Autodesk 3ds Max 2015 Essentials provides the solid
foundation.

3Ds Max 2008: A Complete Guide
The only comprehensive reference-tutorial on 3ds
Max available, this book is everyone's favorite.
Whether you're a beginner looking for 3D basics or a
full-fledged animator seeking new ways to dazzle
viewers with your creations, it's all here. You'll find
pages of professional tips, loads of advice, and more
than 150 step-by-step tutorials guaranteed to build
your skills and spark your creativity. A 16-page color
insert highlights cutting-edge work from 3D artists. A
valuable companion DVD provides all the examples
and content from the book, including unique models
and textures you can customize on your own, and a
searchable, full-color version of the book. 3ds Max
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2009 Bible covers both 3ds Max 2009 and 3ds Max
2009 Design and covers: Navigating the viewports
with the ViewCube, SteeringWheels, and other ways.
Creating realistic materials with new ProMaterials.
Using Spline Mapping to improve texture mapping
over irregular shaped objects. Blending multiple
texture maps together with the new Composite Map.
Creating architectural walkthroughs with the
Walkthrough Assistant. Don't miss out on the newest
version of this bestselling resource!

Architectural Rendering with 3ds Max
and V-Ray
3ds Max 4 for Windows
Write your own MAXScript functions and utilities to
create custom tools and UI elements, and automate
repetitive tasks. Demonstrated techniques include the
creation of objects, arrays, collections, control
structures, parametric objects, and the construction
of UI elements. The companion CD-ROM contains
media files that allow you to practice the techniques
with real-world examples demonstrating how you can
use then in a production environment. â€¢The
definitive introduction to MAXScript â€¢Includes
media files that allow you to practice with real-world
examples

Mastering 3ds Max 4
Create high-quality photorealistic renders of
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architectural visualizations using 3ds Max and Vray
with the project-based tutorials in this book. Learn
how to combine lighting and rendering options to endup with the most realistic final renders possible at a
professional level. The tutorials in this book are filled
with beautiful full-color images and they teach you
how to light both interiors and exteriors and daytime
and nighttime scenes. Learn how to save time without
sacrificing the quality of your final renders with tips
and tricks on rendering with Vray - the most accurate
rendering application for 3ds Max. The companion CD
includes all the project files that you need to recreate
each of the projects presented within the book.

Autodesk 3ds Max 2014 Essentials
Demonstrates the computer animation program's
newest features and offers a tutorial for a real-world
animated short.
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